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Term End Examination, 2021-22
(FC English Language)

Time : 3 hrs. ] [ Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Answer all questions.  The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

[Unit-I]

1. Answer any five of the following questions in short : 3×5=15

(a) What may be the reason for science to prey upon the poet's heart ?

(b) What do you mean by the phrase : “All men are scientists” ?

(c) How were wounds sterilized in ancient India ?

(d) Sum up the discoveries made by Susruta.

(e) Why should people be cannibals ?

(f) How did Ramanujan lose his scholarship ?

(g) What role do the satellites play in communication?

(h) In what sense are computers and programs half alive ?

(i) How can you say that a plastic surgeon is a sculptor ?

(j) How can one know about the presence of pollution in water ?

[Unit-II]

2. (A) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below : 5

The Cinema is not only a means of entertainment, but it is also in many ways an education in itself.

Science can be taught very effectively through films there are educational film companies which

devote their time to the filming of the habits and customs of animals, insects, fish, germs and

numerous other branches of scientific life. We can see the hatching of the eggs of fish and their

gradual development into large fish; we can watch the increasing activity of many kinds of germs

and their effect on water, milk or blood. All these actions and movements are greatly magnified on

the screen. Such pictures are intensely interesting and are a very great help in the cause of education.

Questions :

(a) What are the two great advantages of the cinema?

(b) How can science be taught very effectively?

(c) What do educational film companies do ?

(d) How are the action and movements of animals and insects shown on the screen ?

(e) Suggest a suitable title for this passage.

(B) Vocabulary :

(a) Give synonyms of any five of the following words : 5

Poor, unique, outstanding, change, alter, permit, entire

(b) Give antonyms of any five of the following words : 5

personal, human, great, triumph, eternal, rapid, sour

(c) Make sentences of any five of the following expressions : 5

In demand, Make a mark, Work out,

Turn on, Under the sun, Bring about Draw upon

(P. T. O.)



[Unit-III]

3. Write a report on any one of the following topics in about 200 words : 10

(a) N.S.S. Camp attended by you

(b) Environmental pollution in your city.
(c) Oath-taking ceremony of students union in your college.

(d) A Road accident
[Unit-IV]

4. Expand any one of the following ideas in about 200 words : 10

(a) Health is Wealth.

(b) A stitch in time saves nine.
(c) Pen is mightier than the sword.

(d) Work is worship.
[Unit-V]

5. Do as directed any twenty of the following : 20

(a) Insert suitable articles where necessary :

(1) Is there ............ F.M. radio channel in your city ?
(2) Prachi is ill so she cannot go to ............ school.

(3) There are just ............ few apples left.
(b) Fill in the blanks using the correct form of ‘have’:

(4) He ......... only one book of grammar.
(5) May I ......... your book ?

(6) We ......... our lunch an hour ago.
(c) Fill in the blanks with possessives or self-forms:

(7) I  was given this award by the king ......... .
(8) She cut ......... while cutting vegetables.

(9) They found ......... in great difficulty.
(d) Complete the following sentences by using the comparative degree :

(10) Your plan is not very good. My plan is .........
(11) Bhopal is not very beautiful. Raipur is ..........

(12) This knife is not very sharp. Have you got a ......... one ?
(e) Fill in the blanks with the past indefinite or the past perfect of the verbs given in brackets :

(13) By the time the ambulance ........... (arrive), the patient ........... (die)
(14) When we ........... (reach) the theatre, the film ........... . (Start)

(15) Mother ........... (be) very tired. She ........... (work) the whole day.
(f) Fill in the blanks with suitable modals :

(16) We ........... aim at noble goals. (desirability)
(17) They ........... gladly accept the offer. (willingness)

(18) How ........... you insult him? (Presence of courage)
(g) Change the voice of the following sentences :

(19) His failure surprised everyone.
(20) Who did this ?

(21) He was taken for a thief.
(h) Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions :

(22) Tell me all ........... it.

(23) A friend ........... mine has recently written a book.

(i) Fill in the blanks with gerund of the verbs given in brackets :

(24) Seeing is ........... (believe)

(25) I am afraid of ........... the rules. (violate)
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